THE SIGNS TO TAKE NO SAY DEM WAN TAKE YOU DO WAYO BE DIS:

- DEM DEY TELL YOU SAY NA BY FORCE
- DEM DEY USE OGBOJU TO TALK ANYHOW TO YOU OR YOUR FAMILY WEY DEY NEAR YOU OR DEY SUPPORT YOU
- DEM DEY FORCE YOU DE DO BAD THING AND SLEEP WITH DIFFERENT DIFFERENT PEOPLE
- DEM DEY CARRY YOU GO DIFFERENT PLACE TO DO RUNS OR ASHAWO WORK
- DEM DEY CONTROL YOUR LIFE AS THEM WANT.

IF YOU DEY FEAR FOR YOUR LIFE OR FOR SOMEBODY WEY YOU SABI MAKE YOU CALL THIS NUMBER 999

To talk to person wey no go take your matter do akproko or to report person wey you de suspect:
- Modern Slavery Helpline
  0800 0121 700
- To report crime to person wey no go ask who you be:
  Crimestoppers
  0800 555 111

www.stopthetraffik.org
THE SIGNS TO TAKE NO SAY DEM WAN TAKE YOU DO WAYO BE DIS:

- DEM DEY OVERWORK YOU FROM MORNING TO EVENING, DEM NO DEY GREE YOU REST AT ALL.
- DEM NO GREE YOU TALK TO OTHER PESIN OR GREE YOU GO OUT ANYTIME YOU LIKE
- DEM COLLECT AND SEIZE ALL YOUR IDENTITY DOCUMENTS
- DEM DEY USE OGBOJU TO TALK ANYHOW TO YOU OR YOUR FAMILY WEY DEY NEAR YOU OR DEY SUPPORT YOU
- DEM DEY FOLLOW FOLLOW OR DEY CONTROL YA LIFE OR YOUR MOVE ANYHOW
- DEM NO GREE YOU EAT OR SLEEP AS YOU WANT BUT WANT TO DEY CONTROL WEN YOU GO SLEEP OR WETIN OR WEN YOU FIT CHOP

IF YOU DEY FEAR FOR YOUR LIFE OR FOR SOMEBODY WEY YOU KNOW MAKE YOU CALL THIS NUMBER 999
To talk to person wey no go take your matter do akproko or to report person wey you de suspect:
Modern Slavery Helpline 0800 0121 700
To report crime to person wey no go ask who you be:
Crimestoppers www.stopthetraffik.org 0800 555 111